Abstract-Deformation of tissue can be accurately estimated from radio-frequency ultrasound data using a 2-dimensional normalized cross correlation (NCC)-based algorithm. This procedure, however, is very computationally time-consuming. A major time reduction can be achieved by parallelizing the numerous computations of NCC. In this paper, two approaches for parallelization have been investigated: the OpenMP interface on a multi-CPU system and Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) on a graphics processing unit (GPU). The performance of the OpenMP and GPU approaches were compared with a conventional Matlab implementation of NCC. The OpenMP approach with 8 threads achieved a maximum speed-up factor of 132 on the computing of NCC, whereas the GPU approach on an Nvidia Tesla K20 achieved a maximum speed-up factor of 376. Neither parallelization approach resulted in a significant loss in image quality of the elastograms. Parallelization of the NCC computations using the GPU, therefore, significantly reduces the computation time and increases the frame rate for motion estimation.
I. Introduction d eformations in biological tissue as a result of applied pressure can be used to identify pathological tissues, e.g., tumors in breast tissue [1] or vulnerable plaques in the arteries [2] . This tissue deformation can be derived from ultrasound imaging [3] and is preceded by tracking tissue motion. Tissue motion and other motion-based metrics such as tissue velocity are also clinically very useful. Estimation of the tissue motion accounts for the majority of the computation load that is required by deformation imaging. Tissue motion is estimated by template matching sequentially acquired ultrasound images, either on Bmode images (speckle tracking) [4] or the raw rF data [5] . For this template matching, there are several matching metrics, such as sum of absolute differences (sad), sum of squared differences (ssd), and cross correlation (cc). normalized cross correlation (ncc), the matching metric that is generally considered to be the most robust to noise is also the most computationally time consuming. It is especially time-consuming when 2-d templates and images are used for template matching. an approach that is frequently used to prevent errors such as peak hopping in tissue motion tracking is a multi-iteration (coarse-to-fine) approach with decreasing template size [5] , [6] . This also increases the number of ncc computations that must be performed. on a single processor system, the ncc-computations for each template and image are performed in a serial order. as an example, on a general Pc, tracking the motion of the carotid artery or the cardiac muscle during two or three cardiac cycles can require hours of computation time using the 2-d ncc-function normxcorr2 that is included in the Matlab package (r2012b, The MathWorks Inc., natick, Ma). This Matlab implementation uses the sum table scheme for computing the denominator of ncc as described by lewis [7] . To decrease the computation time, this sum table scheme has been extended to the numerator by Tsai and lin [8] and implemented for ultrasound-based motion estimation by luo and Konofagou [9] . Major ultrasound vendors provide (quasi-) real-time strain imaging software that is mostly based on 1-d cross correlation, which is less robust to estimation errors than 2-d ncc. In this way, they achieve motion estimation frame rates on the order of 50 to 100 frames/s, but they are more sensitive to errors.
computing the 2-d ncc for different templates and images is in fact performing the same computation on different data. The sum table ncc computations on separate templates can therefore be executed in parallel on physically separated processors. In a tissue motion tracking algorithm, computing the nccs consumes ~90% of the computational time. In this paper, we present two approaches of parallelization. The first approach uses openMP (www.openmp.org), an application program interface that spreads the computation load over the cPUs that are present in a multi-cPU system. The second approach uses a graphics processing unit (GPU) and spreads the computation load over the 16 to 1024 processors that are present in a GPU. This is done following the single instruction multiple data (sIMd) principle. GPUs are originally designed for the computer gaming industry to improve the quality and speed of the game graphics. In the past decade, these GPUs have also been used for scientific computations. For this purpose, nvidia (santa clara, ca) introduced compute Unified device architecture (cUda) as a powerful and user-friendly environment to program the GPU. It has been shown that the GPUs can significantly increase the speed of computation processes in, e.g., fMrI imaging of brain activity [10] and 3-d PET image reconstruction [11] . Use of the GPU has also found its way into ultrasound imaging. In simulating ultrasound images, sampling of the scatterers in parallel on the GPU has made it possible to simulate more than 10 frames per The Benefits of Using a GPU second using Field II [12] or the PhysX engine [13] . also, GPU-based real-time beamformers have been proposed for compounding plane-wave ultrasound imaging [14] . In small displacement estimation based on acoustic radiation force impulse (arFI), the parallel processing capability of GPUs has been used to perform cubic spline interpolation and autocorrelation [15] .
II. Methods

A. Parallelizing the NCC Computations
When using any cross-correlation-based algorithm to estimate deformation between two sequential ultrasound frames, the number of templates selected from the predeformation image can be of the order of ten thousand. In our parallelized algorithm, each ncc-based matching operation between a template and an image is performed on a separate processor, either on a multi-cPU system using openMP, or on a GPU using cUda, see Fig. 1 . With openMP, a specified number of cPUs can be used for parallelization. In this paper we used 1, 4, or 8 cPUs (indicated as openMP 1, 4, or 8) for parallelization. a GPU consists of several multi-processors, each containing 8 stream processors (sP) that operate in parallel. cUda allows the user to launch kernels on the GPU. Each kernel consists of a grid of blocks with each block containing a group of threads. Each block is launched on a multiprocessor and all the threads in that block are executed following the sIMd principle. an internal thread scheduler controls when a thread is sent to a stream processor.
To make the strain estimation algorithm suitable for parallelization, all of the templates in the pre-deformation ultrasound image are selected and placed in a 3-d matrix with the third dimension indicating the template Id. The same is done for all the images from the post-deformation ultrasound frame. The template matrix and image matrix were transferred from the host (Pc) to the device (GPU), see Fig. 1 . on the device, each thread that was launched by the thread scheduler contained the ncc-based matching between one template and its corresponding image. Within each thread, the denominator of the ncc was computed according to the sum table approach described by lewis [7] , whereas the numerator of the ncc was computed in the time-domain. The sizes of the templates were small enough to justify this time-domain approach. In this way, each thread produces a 2-d ncc matrix describing the match between template and image. The results from the threads were then collected in a 3-d ncc-matrix, again, with the third dimension indicating the template Id. This matrix is then transferred back to the host for detecting the best match and deriving lateral and axial displacement between pre-and post-deformation ultrasound frames for each template (see Fig. 1 ).
B. Hardware and Software
The openMP kernel was compiled using the GnU gcc 4.3 compiler. The GPU kernel was compiled using the nvcc compiler from cUda 4.1 (nvidia corp., santa clara, ca) with the aid of the cUda Toolkit 3.2 (nvidia corp.). Both kernels were called from Matlab using a mex-interface. The normalized cross-correlation cUda code, cunxcor, consists of four kernels: 1) transpose of both the template and the image when the image width is smaller than its height; 2) subtraction of the mean value from the template; 3) computation of correlation matrix; and 4) normalization of the correlation matrix. The kernel sources with the accompanying driving code is freely available for download (https://github.com/nxcorr-tuned/code2d).
The transpose kernel, dev_Transpose, is adapted from the nvidia sdK matrixTranspose example [16] . The second kernel, dev_computeTemplate, which subtracts the Fig. 1 . schematic representation for parallelization of the 2-d deformation estimation algorithm. From ultrasound frames k and k + 1, templates and images are selected, respectively, and placed in two 3-d matrices. These matrices are sent to the device (in the case of a GPU) and each ncc distribution is computed on a separate streaming processor (sP). The resulting output matrix is then sent back to the host. on the host, the maximum ncc (indicated by the arrow) is identified and axial and lateral displacement are derived. mean value from the template, involves a reduction step and construction of an auxiliary template with the mean value subtracted. Here, we use a 1-d thread block and grid of blocks, where threads from a given thread block process a single row of a template. Each thread block in a grid processes an individual template. The reduction step is adapted from the nvidia sdK reduction examples [17] . In the third kernel, dev_nxcorr, we compute the correlation matrix. similar to the second kernel, we have the same work distribution; i.e., each thread in a thread block is responsible for computing the correlation between a template and the corresponding image. However, because there is substantial sharing of data among the threads, we use a tile-based approach, in which a part of a template and an image is loaded into shared memory and the partial correlation is computed. once computed, the partial correlation is added to a correlation value for the pixel which is accumulated in a register. afterwards, the next tile is loaded and the process is repeated until the full template is processed. We employ an advanced optimization technique by processing multiple image pixels per thread which reduces shared memory traffic, and boosts the kernel performance [18] . In the final kernel, dev_nor-malizecorr, we normalize the correlation matrix. Here, we used optimized algorithm from the open source Vision library (http://www.opencv.org), that has an M 2 + N 2 complexity. as with the previous kernel, here we also use a 1-d thread block in which each thread processes an image row, and a 1-d grid of blocks in which each block is responsible for its own image. The kernels are written in such a way that they deliver satisfactory performance on small-sized images, e.g., 128 × 29, but only when they are processed in batches of thousands. We expect poor performance on smaller batches. all computations were executed (and repeated eight times) on the lIsa (GPU-) cluster (part of sUrFsara's computer cluster; www.surfsara.nl). The lIsa cluster consisted of nodes equipped with 2 quad-cPU processors: Intel Xeon cPU l5420 (Intel corp., santa clara, ca) at 2.50 GHz under debian linux 6.0. The openMPkernel was executed using 1, 4, and 8 cores in a single node. Each node was also equipped with an nvidia Tesla M1060 (G200-architecture) that contains a total of 240 cUda cores operating at 1.3 GHz. Finally we executed the cUda code on two other GPU hardware models, i.e., nvidia Tesla M2090 (Fermi architecture with 512 cUda cores) and nvidia Tesla K20 (Kepler architecture with 2496 cUda cores).
III. Experiments
A. Simulations a simulated phantom was constructed in the simulation program Field II (version 3.20) [19] . We simulated a linear-array ultrasound transducer that resembles a regular transducer such as the 11-3l linear-array transducer (Philips Medical systems, Bothell, Wa). The simulated phantom consisted of three layers and was positioned at a distance of 8.5 mm from the transducer. a detailed description of the simulated ultrasound transducer and phantom can be found in previous publications [20] [21] [22] [23] . The phantom was constructed to simulate shear strain in the arterial wall as a result of pulsating blood pressure [24] . In the simulated phantom, the bottom layer (representing blood flow) was displaced over a specified distance in lateral direction (varying from 0.001 to 2 mm), whereas the top layer (representing surrounding tissue) remained stationary. This resulted in a displacement gradient, i.e., in shear strain, in the intermediate layer, representing the arterial wall (see Fig. 2 ).
Between sequential ultrasound frames, we calculated the maximum ncc value between a template in one (pre-deformation) frame and an image in the sequential (post-deformation) frame. The size of the template in the axial direction (i.e., the direction of the ultrasound beam) was varied [256 (5.1 mm), 128 (2.6 mm), 64 (1.3 mm), 32 (0.6 mm), and 16 (0.3 mm) pixels], and in lateral direction (i.e., orthogonal to the ultrasound beam) was kept constant [9 lines (1.2 mm)]. The size of the image was twice that of the complementing template (in axial and lateral directions). after each calculation of the maximum ncc, the search window was shifted axially (with a 50% overlap) or laterally (with an 89% overlap, i.e., 1 rF line). shear strain in the arterial wall was estimated following the algorithm as described in the background section.
B. Performance Evaluation
To assess the performance of the different approaches, we performed two tests. First, we measured the ncc computation time for different template sizes (256, 128, 64, 32, and 16 pixels in the axial direction and 9 lines in the lateral direction) using the wall clock time, i.e., the time passed from the beginning to the end of the computation according to the wall clock. The different approaches were applied to two sequential frames from the simulated radio-frequency ultrasound data. The computation time on the device includes communication, data transport to and from the device, and data transpose if necessary for the (non-)parallelized implementations. From these computation times, we calculated two parameters. The first parameter is the gain of the openMP and GPU implementations with respect to the Matlab implementation. The second parameter is the performance of each implementation on computing ncc in terms of the number of floating-point operations executed per second (FloPs). The wall clock time was used to calculate the performance of each implementation by counting the number of FloPs executed by the correlation kernel and dividing it by the total wall clock time used by the implementation. For the second parameter, in simulation experiments, we assessed the image quality of the elastograms resulting from the different approaches using the normalized rootmean-square error (nrMs):
where s ij is the shear strain estimate at pixel (i, j) of the M × N elastogram, calculated using the Matlab implementation, and s ij is the shear strain estimate at pixel (i, j) of the M × N elastogram, calculated using one of the parallelized implementations. Fig. 3 shows the elastograms for an applied shear strain of 0.5%, 5%, and 50% resulting from the different approaches for ncc computation. The nrMs values for the parallelized implementations are plotted in Fig. 4 . similar to the results found by yang et al. [25] the differences between the Matlab and the parallel implementations were larger at the extremely high and low applied shear strains. In the shear strains between (typically measured in the carotid arterial wall: 1% to 20% [24] ), no significant differences were found.
IV. results
A. Image Quality Assessment
B. Performance Evaluation
The computation time and computation gain with respect to Matlab are shown for each implementation in Table I . For all parallelized implementations, the gain decreased with increasing template size. The openMP and the GPU implementations achieved a maximum gain with a factor of 132 (openMP 8) and 376 (Tesla K20), respectively, at a template size of 16 × 9 pixels. The performance of the openMP implementation in terms of computation time deteriorates faster with increasing template size than the GPU implementation. In the GPU implementation, the computation time decreases with the newer generations of GPU hardware.
The performance of the cPU-and GPU-based implementations of the ncc computation are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, as the number of floating-point operations per second. For all implementations, the number of FloPs increased with increasing template size. For the openMP implementation, the performance increased with the number of cores used for parallelization and achieved a maximum of 33.4 GFloPs for a template of 256 × 9 pixels and 8 cores. The GPU implementation achieved a maximum of 315.8 GFloPs for a template size of 256 × 9 pixels on the Tesla K20. The number of FloPs for the GPU-based implementations increase more rapidly with increasing template size than for the openMP implementation. Furthermore, the number of FloPs of the GPU implementation increases with the hardware development.
V. discussion
Estimating deformation in tissue using radio-frequency ultrasound data for the identification of pathological tissues is very time consuming when it is performed using 2-d ncc as the matching metric. Instead of performing the ncc calculations in a serial order on a single cPU, parallelizing the computations appears to be a good option to speed up the computation. We have explored parallelization of these ncc calculations using openMP and GPUs.
The nrMs analysis of the elastograms estimated using the (non-) parallel approaches showed that parallelizing the ncc computations only shows small errors (of the order of 1%) in the extremely high and low regions of applied shear strain. In this study, we estimated displacements in the lateral direction to derive lateral shear strain because lateral displacement estimates are the most susceptible to errors. axial displacements, on the other hand, can be estimated more accurately than lateral and are less susceptible to errors. This suggests that the differences in elastogram quality between cPU and GPU/openMP can be expected to be even less than for lateral displacement estimation. Furthermore, it cannot be fully excluded that the presence of axial displacement might have an impact on the error in lateral displacement estimates, although 2-d kernels are used in computing ncc. This impact has not been investigated in this paper and therefore remains undetermined. a similar result was found by yang et al. [25] for their 1-d hybrid cPU-GPGPU algorithm. Their explanation for these differences in elastograms was the use of single precision in the GPU/openMP approach and double precision in the Matlab implementation. another possible source of error is the difference in computing ncc. In case of large matrices, the Matlab function uses fast Fourier transform (FFT) for calculating the numerator of the ncc, whereas the GPU/openMP approach does not. Both of these error sources could result in minimal differences in ncc values (~10 −8 ). The differences in strain estimates between the approaches occur at the extreme ends of the applied strain values (see Fig. 4 ). strain estimation can only be done accurately for a limited range of strain values, which is expressed in the strain filter concept [26] , [27] . according to this concept, the signal-to-noise ratio of the strain estimate is very low for the extreme values of applied strain, which means that in these regions strain estimation is very susceptible to small errors in ncc values. This could well explain the differences in shear strain estimates for the extremely small and large applied shear strains.
openMP showed a significant reduction in ncc computation time when compared with Matlab, even when a single thread is used for the computation. The gain also increased with smaller template sizes and increasing number of threads. Therefore, for use on a multi-core system, the openMP implementation provides a good solution for reducing the computation time.
The GPU implementations, however, showed the most reduction in ncc computation time with respect to Matlab (and with respect to openMP). The gain varied between a factor of 130 for a template size of 256 axial pixels to a factor of 376 for a template size of 16 axial pixels. The performance of the GPU implementation also increases on the newer generations of GPU hardware. The achievable frame rate for motion estimation depends not only on the matching metric, but also on how the motion estimation algorithm is constructed around the template matching. For a 3 × 3 cm area sampled at 39 MHz using a transducer with 259 elements, the GPU implementation of 2-d ncc can achieve 9.1 frames/s for a template size of 128 × 9 pixels, 50% overlap, and a search range of 64 samples in axial direction and 5 lines in lateral direction (14 820 pixels per elastogram). To put this into perspective, yang et al. [25] achieved 56.4 frames/s with 12 800 pixels per elastogram and an algorithm that was based on 1-dimensional cross-correlation as a matching metric. This latter The gain with respect to the Matlab implementation is noted in parentheses. metric is much faster to compute, but is less robust than ncc. luo and Konofagou [9] implemented the extended sum table scheme for 1-dimensional ncc computation in the field of ultrasound-based motion estimation. In their implementation, the tissue motion was estimated using only a single template size for template matching. With a template size of 128 samples (and a search range of 9 samples) they achieved a speed-up of ~4 times with respect to the direct method of computing ncc. This resulted in a frame rate of motion estimation of 310 frames/s (compared with 70 frames/s when using the direct method). In our study, parallelizing the 2-d ncc computations using a GPU achieved a speed-up of ~38 times for a template size of 128 × 9 pixels with respect to the single cPU implementation of the lewis sum table scheme (openMP 1). This indicates a potential frame rate for ultrasound based motion estimation of 2500+ frames/s when using the approach of luo and Konofagou [9] .
VI. conclusion
Parallelization of the 2-d ncc computations for strain estimation using openMP or a GPU significantly reduces the computation time. GPU achieves the maximum performance in computing ncc compared with Matlab and openMP. This speedup significantly reduces the required computation time and increases the frame rate for motion estimation. This brings real-time estimation of deformation using 2-d ncc computations within range. references
